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Abstract
The article chronicles cinematic urbanity in Los Angeles with an emphasis on postmodernity and the portrayal 

of “realist dystopias”. I focus on dystopia as a tendency rather than a science-fiction subgenre, avoiding futurism in 
temporality and architectural gigantism in spaces. This paper attends to two films from the1980s: Repo Man (Alex Cox, 
1984) and They Live (John Carpenter, 1988). The films contain elements of science-fiction, but the modes in which 
they detail dystopia as a tendency – through their commentary on criminality and policing, surveillance, consumerism, 
class division, and corporate/political collusion – emphasize local and tangible issues. Repo Man and They Live avoid 
the more iconic landmarks and landscapes of Los Angeles in favor of the city’s inconspicuous, unadorned streets, 
illustrating an urban decay that was a site of anxiety for many civilians during the 1980s. Repo Man and They Live take 
cues from Jean-Luc Godard’s realist dystopia Alphaville (1965), a film which ends up rearing an urban critique as using 
real spaces at a real historical moment. Essentially, these texts revise notions of the dystopia subgenre as futurist, 
stylized, and a problem of tomorrow. Specifically within Los Angeles, it chronicles the city’s own historical push and pull 
relationship with being characterized as both utopic and dystopic. 
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L.A. is probably the most mediated town in 
America, nearly unviewable save through the 
fi ctive scrim of its mythologizers.

Michael Sorkin (Davis, 20) 

The country and the vision of life that I used 
to see are so gone. I’m disillusioned as well by 
the cowardice of the people of my own genera-
tion… We bailed out. We got scared. We want-
ed our cars and our kids. And all I want to do is 
burn it all down and say, “We got to start again 
because this is horseshit!”. To be a human being 
doesn’t just mean being the ultimate consumer.

John Carpenter (Boulenger, 43) 
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Los Angeles has been discussed historically, theoretically, and culturally as a city 
“oblivious of the world” around it, “with no history”, and as a space which never de-
veloped any roots of its own (Prakash, 75). While it had striven for utopian modernity 
in its early inception, aided in part by its fi guration in early Hollywood fi lms, the city 
has equally as prominently fi gured as a dystopic wasteland. During the mid-20th cen-
tury critique reached a cinematic peak through fi lm noir, a genre which embraced the 
opportunity to frame the city as a nightmare. Over a generation later, postmodern sci-
ence-fi ction fi lms Repo Man (Alex Cox, 1984) and They Live (John Carpenter, 1988) fol-
lowed in the footsteps of noir, staging a postmodern dystopic and capitalistic critique 
of urban spaces in general and L.A. in particular. The fi lms work through socio-histor-
ical cinematic representations of L.A. as utopic by portraying real city spaces ground-
ed in contemporary anxieties. Establishing their roots fi rmly within 1980s socio-cul-
tural anxieties and using real, under-stylized spaces, Repo Man and They Live reconfi g-
ure the notion of dystopia as not strictly a futuristic tendency, exposing the symptoms 
of postmodernity and late capitalism as a problem of today. 

Repo Man and They Live trace an increasingly pessimistic narrative around Los 
Angeles, fi guring the city within diff erent stages of postmodernity. Repo Man encom-
passes the blasé nihilism of Ott o Maddox (Emilio Estevez), a Californian youth that 
remedies his troubling sentiments over urban life through his involvement in the hy-
per-intensifi ed car repossession business. They Live centers on the naiveté of John Nada 
(Roddy Piper), an unemployed drifter who comes across a pair of sunglasses that when 
adorned, allow him to see the hidden simulacrum of Los Angeles and its invisible yet 
pervasive codifi cation. The glasses, made by a secret resistance group, also expose 
wealthy urban inhabitants as monstrous aliens, rendering visible class conspiracy and 
an overarching scheme around politics, media, policing, and privatization. This post-
modern narrative of L.A. comes to life through Repo Man’s confrontation with the de-
caying urban landscape via extravagant escapism and They Live’s assault against those 
responsible for widespread exploitation and class divisions.

Dear & Flusty’s article “Postmodern Urbanism” characterizes symptoms of post-
modernity as including the separation of spaces through class division (ideological-
ly enacted and architecturally, geographically, and physically enforced through po-
licing and surveilling), the near-eradication of public spaces in lieu of privatization, 
fragmentation due to socio-economic structures, rampant consumerism and advertis-
ing in spite of displaced modes of production and varying wealth statuses, and fi nal-
ly a Baudrillardian rendering of the city’s simulation – revealing the triviality of “the 
real” Los Angeles (Dear & Flusty, 50-55). The fi lms stage urban critiques by address-
ing these aspects, using L.A. as the salient city of postmodern crisis; ultimately dysto-
pia in the fi lm appears linked to postmodernist urban theory rather than abiding by 
oppressive conventions of dystopia as a sub-generic framework. 

Chris Darke’s Alphaville reader discusses dystopia in relation to Jean-Luc Godard’s 
1965 fi lm. He posits dystopia as a space of rampant fear, the “worst of all possible 
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worlds”. The term originated as an “invented word for an imaginary place”, its’ ety-
mological history follows the evolution of the term utopia from “no place” to “good 
place” following Sir Thomas More’s 16th century ideal society publication. Mike Davis 
observes the original meaning of utopia in relation to the construction of L.A. and 
Hollywood, “While turning a lens on itself and constructing “Hollywood”… the in-
dustry otherwise had no need to acknowledge the specifi city of place. LA was all 
(stage) set, which is to say, it was u-topia: literally, no-place or thus, any place” (Davis, 
“Bunker Hill”, 35).

Dystopia then came to read as an antonym to utopia; a bad place which shows soci-
ety’s fl aws seeping through the cracks. Surveillance and computer technology oppress-
es its citizens; faceless beings assume widespread control and mediate through various 
technological forms (Darke, 23-25). Darke ties cultural depictions of dystopia to genre, 
stating ”The dystopian scenario need not be the exclusive preserve of science-fi ction 
but, with the genre’s propensity for speculation, allegory and straightforward proph-
ecy, it appeared as its natural home” (Darke, 25). Darke cites Amis’ observation over 
“… science-fi ction’s focus shifting away from depicting other worlds in outer space 
towards the otherness of life on Earth” and the anxieties over fears of “… automation 
and atomic destruction, [and] consumerism and standardization”. 

Darke’s reading of the fi lm ties the fi ctional dystopic environment to modernizing 
Paris, pointing to the signifi cance of certain architectural features like minimalist yet 
slightly futurist interiors and modern exteriors. Contemporary placement of dystopia 
in Alphaville signifi es present anxieties, and reads as the 1950s and 1960s fear over the 
modernizing landscape. This modern fear stemmed from the feeling that “… beyond 
modernity’s gleaming carapace, behind the windows of skyscraper and department 
stores alike, forces were at work the purpose of which was to control and subjugate 
humanity” (Darke, 25). Dark cites J.G. Ballard’s summation of Alphaville, “For the fi rst 
time in science fi ction fi lm, Godard makes the point that in the media landscape of the 
present day the fantasies of science fi ction are as “real” as an offi  ce block, an airport or 
a presidential campaign” (Darke, 26).

While certainly a dystopic fi lm, Alphaville rears its societal critique from a modernist 
standpoint. Its’ interiors and exteriors associate with the “particular aesthetic charac-
teristics of obsessive geometry and standardizing design” (Darke, 31). It precedes the 
dystopian fragmentation of postmodernity, in which fi lms like Repo Man and They Live 
avoid depicting city structures as chic spaces of wonder and geometrically fetishized. 
Part modernist and postmodernist, Ridley Scott ’s futuristic sci-fi  noir Blade Runner ex-
ists in-between Alphaville and Repo Man. Blade Runner (1982) positions Los Angeles in 
the post-apocalyptic future; the production team dresses the city in a typical futurist 
fashion, one infl uenced by the architecture of modernism and gigantism. The fi lm dis-
places itself in the future; it does not show the L.A. of 1982, instead it focuses on consis-
tently-dark run-down streets, abandoned industrial spaces, and iconography and ge-
ometry of modernist architecture (including the Bradbury Building, Pan Am Building, 
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and Ennis Brown House). Blade Runner reads as drawing from certain dystopian imag-
inings of the techno-futuristic city. Yet it also draws from the past in incorporating 
modernist structures and built-up environments in the vein of the iconic expressionist 
fi lm Metropolis (Fritz  Lang, 1927) as well as the signifying street life of fi lm noir. 

Figure 1: Blade Runner’s Expressionistically Stylized Spaces
Blade Runner. Dir. Ridley Scott. Perf. Harrison Ford, Rutger Hauer, and Sean Young. Warner Bros., 1982. DVD.

The phenomenon of modernity affected cities around the globe. Berlin, Moscow, 
Paris, New York City, Chicago, and Los Angeles all entered the modernizing industrial 
age during the 20th century, painting the city as idealized spaces of labor, consumption, 
and public leisure. City planners designed and erected skyscrapers, which not only 
offered labor opportunities in planning, erection, and occupation phases, but also 
connected architectural and ideological visions of the modernizing cities. The modernist 
phase of the city figures the metropolis as a space of universal desire: visually inviting, 
aurally overwhelming and entrancing, general street rhythms fascinating. Technology 
and industrialization fashioned new temporal and spatial experiences. Gyan Prakash 
elaborates, “As technology reshaped the cityscape, the spirit of architects and designers 
soared. Harnessing the awesome power of science and technology, they planned 
utopias of perfectly designed and synchronized housing, streets, traffic, and artifacts of 
daily life” (Prakash, 3). Post-World War I and World War II population and industrial 
booms also played a significant role in tying together modernist ideology, sprawling 
economy, urban growth, and a vision of the modern city. 

Prakash continues by tying the visuality of the modernist city space to its insepara-
ble connection to “image production and circulation”. He states, “Photography, cine-
ma, print, and advertising have trained our senses to experience modern life through 
images … the image of the city imperceptibly becomes the imagined space in which we 
live. Visuality saturates the symbols, values, and desires that make up urban society as 
an imaginary institution” (Prakash, 2). This relationship between the urban, cinemat-
ic, and advertising has fi gured throughout the 20th century. Vitt orio De Sica’s Bicycle 
Thieves (1948) illustrates the way in which advertising paints the city, painting unat-
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tainable desires to those less fortunate. The main character’s vocation assumes trage-
dy even before the main narrative thrust of the stolen bicycle due to his involvement 
in perpetuating urban image circulation whose desires fall out of his economic stand-
ing. The fi lm also shows the pervasiveness of modernization, at least socio-culturally, 
even in a classically un-modern city like Rome. They Live and Repo Man explicitly con-
front the urban space’s image production and circulation. 

This brings to light the inseparable association between cities, cinematic represen-
tation, and modes of production. Due to the Hollywood motion picture industry, L.A. 
serves as a manifestation of the tension between the real and the constructed hyper-re-
al. Mark Shiel’s Hollywood Cinema and the Real Los Angeles chronicles Los Angeles cine-
matic production history from inception to the early 1960s. He notes the push and pull 
relationship between Hollywood and Los Angeles, citing debates raging over repre-
sentation due to studio usage versus location shooting. Hollywood Studio sets resem-
ble simulations of cities, inevitably associating varying degrees of fakeness to L.A. as 
the “built city”. For instance, many New York City fi lms rely on spatial establishment 
through foregrounding recognizable forms such as skyscrapers, grid-like street life, 
and general iconography like Broadway. L.A. fi lms take many forms and imbue am-
biguity into their spatial locales. Davis draws on the indistinctness of the spaces, not-
ing that L.A. “… had no compelling image in American lett ers. When the fi lm industry 
suburbanized itself in Hollywood … it acquired a locational freedom from powerful 
and unavoidable urban referents” (Davis, “Bunker Hill”, 35). Shiel concurs, “Motion 
pictures proved eff ective at disseminating architectural idioms not necessarily unique 
to Los Angeles but which achieved a distinctive regional form there: craftsman bun-
galows, streamlined moderne offi  ces and public buildings prior to the Second World 
War, and ‘California cool’ thereafter” (Shiel, 12).

Figure 2: Repo Man’s “Urban Reality”
Repo Man. Dir. Alex Cox. Perf. Harry Dean Stanton and Emilio Estevez. Universal Pictures, 1984. DVD. 

John McTiernan’s Last Action Hero (1993), details the ways in which Hollywood 
depicts New York City as a dystopic space, filled with the aforementioned iconography 
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and trappings. However the film also informs an exaggerated view on Los Angeles as 
a simulated, constructed city. The film stars Danny (Austin O’Brien), a youth obsessed 
with the cinema experience and action films of Jack Slater, a fictional LAPD detective 
played by Arnold Schwarzenegger. During one film screening, Danny magically 
crosses through the movie screen, escaping his diegetic city of New York and travelling 
to meta-diegetic Los Angeles, which inhabits Slater. While essentially staging a 
satirical critique of the excesses of the action film genre, the film shines brightest when 
elaborating on the distinction between Los Angeles and New York City. McTiernan 
depicts New York City as a dystopic nightmare in which crime goes unsolved and 
unpunished, the dark and rainy streets recall the congested nightlife of Taxi Driver, 
and citizens appear completely jaded from their alienated lives. On the other hand, 
McTiernan illustrates L.A. as clean and sunny, artificially constructed, and encircled 
by palm trees and loudly-dressed citizens. 

Last Action Hero functions as a connecting point between L.A. as a simulated city 
to Hollywood’s construction of itself through metafi ction (meaning the self-refl exive 
nature of a fi lm or piece of creative fi ction) and “action cinephilia” (cinephilia mean-
ing the deep-seated passion or love of cinema) Mark Shiel elaborates on the coastal 
separation in an article that historicizes fi lm noir’s relocation from NYC to L.A., claim-
ing, “… growth of one city, which is usually driven by some form of utopian aspira-
tion, necessitates the checking or inversion of utopian aspirations somewhere else. 
One city’s utopia requires another’s dystopia” (Prakash, 85). Shiel’s analysis on fi lm 
noir and utopia/dystopia inversion informs Last Action Hero’s spatial polarization be-
tween New York and Los Angeles. Phillips concurs, “… within the American imagi-
nation, New York and Los Angeles occupy opposing positions. Not only do they rep-
resent the geographic poles of the country… but they also represent diff erent frames 
for understanding the American experience” (Philips, 159-160). Last Action Hero, al-
though a satirical project, refl ects a mode of thought represented by Shiel and Philips, 
one in which the symptoms of contemporary postmodern L.A. appears absent. The 
lines of utopia/dystopia have blurred, and can even inhabit the space of a single city 
as shown in They Live. 

Shiel’s largely modernist account of L.A. in Hollywood Cinema stresses the “new-
ness” of the city, especially when compared with cities like Rome, New York City, 
and Berlin, which trace their social, cultural, and political histories generations and 
centuries backwards. Shiel confi rms, “Los Angeles was an especially narcissistic city, 
self-referential and self-promoting, economically and ideologically driven by the pro-
duction and consumption of images, but also deeply self-conscious of it novelty and 
youth” (Shiel, 14-15). The spaces of Los Angeles in Repo Man and They Live encoun-
ter this overproduction and consumption of images and general lack of history. The 
fi lms rarely if ever reference the past within the context of their immediate surround-
ings, largely because history denotes a kind of spatial signifi cance. They reject the no-
tion of L.A. as a special and fulfi lling place, and instead foreground the transparency 
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of contemporary life in a postmodern society; a life rampaged by consumer economy 
and personal disconnect. 

Confl icting pessimistic feelings towards urban life trace back to 20th century theo-
rists and writers as they fi gure the dystopic city well before the decline of modernity. 
Mike Davis’ seminal text City of Quartz  addresses the city’s concurrent utopic aspira-
tions and dystopic readings. His “Sunshine or Noir” chapter fi rst introduces the city’s 
perceived “lack” as not only encompassing a general historical absence when com-
pared to other metropolises, but a cultural one as well:

Los Angeles is usually seen as a peculiarly infertile cultural soil, unable to produce, 
to this day, any homegrown intelligentsia. Unlike San Francisco, which has generated 
a distinctive cultural history from the Argonauts to the Beats, Los Angeles’s truly in-
digenous intellectual history seems a barren shelf (Davis, 18).

One of the city’s biggest critiques lies in the perception of its’ cultural shallowness. 
The Hollywood film industry, which developed to become the biggest film production 
outfit in the world, has been critiqued as a place which made a select few millionaires 
(producers, directors, actors; many of whom inhabit the finer L.A. areas like Malibu, 
Beverly Hills, and Venice Beach) while exploiting the labor of those within distinctly 
lower class structures. The big business of Hollywood has also notoriously read as 
lacking depth in its output when compared to independent and foreign outfits. Davis 
continues his discussion on the city’s duality, “Los Angeles in this instance is, of 
course, a stand-in for capitalism in general. The ultimate world-historical significance 
– and oddity – of Los Angeles is that it has come to play the double role of utopia and 
dystopia for advanced capitalism.” (Davis, 18). 

Davis groups together intellectual interventions in the social and cultural forma-
tion of L.A., of which include the “fabricators of the spectacle” as opposed to the 
“practical intellectuals” who assisted in building the city (planners, engineers). The 
Boosters paint an optimistic picture, perpetuating the utopian myth of late 19th and ear-
ly 20th century L.A. while suppressing the history of forced labor and racial terrorism 
in the 1860s and 1870s (Davis, 25-26). Debunkers like Morrow Mayo, Louis Adamic, 
and Carey McWilliams exposed L.A.’s “fake urbanity”, histories of class violence, and 
plight of the working and lower-class inhabitants. The Noirs describe the presentation 
of L.A. as “… a disjointed network of nondescript streetscapes, prett y but morally cor-
rupt suburbs, and an increasingly dilapidated downtown as urban jungle” (Prakash, 
76) and sought to debunk the Booster image of L.A. through both literature and fi lm, 
primarily calling att ention to the dwindling “middle class ideal” and protagonists’ ni-
hilistic existence. Davis saliently points to noir’s new mode of exploiting geographic 
L.A. sett ings through its shift from bungalows and suburb locales to the “… epic der-
eliction of Downtown’s Bunker Hill, which symbolized the rot in the heart of the ex-
panding metropolis” (Davis, 40-41). 
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However, something remains eerily att ractive about noir’s depiction of Los Angeles; 
the generally pessimistic att itudes, hyper-sexual misogyny, and intensely nightmarish 
aesthetic of the urban space all scream critique, yet the inherent att raction of audienc-
es to fi lm noir and its’ stylistic legacy within fi lm history has to a degree fetishized a 
genre known for staging assaults against urban experience. Neo-noirs like Chinatown 
(Roman Polanski, 1974), L.A. Confi dential (Curtis Hanson, 1997), and Mulholland Drive 
(David Lynch, 2001) explicitly comment on the noir aesthetic in relation to Los Angeles. 
Neo-noir period fi lms like Chinatown and L.A. Confi dential encompass a cinematic gloss 
absent in the initial fi lm noir period largely due to selection of cameras, lenses, fi lm 
stock, costuming of characters and sets, and general re-stylization of the period which 
it att empts to recreate. These att ributes, coupled with a general nostalgia for the noir 
form, inherently add to the beautifi cation of the city despite the narrative thrust to ex-
pose its superfi ciality, contradictions, and hidden or falsifi ed histories. Whatever trac-
es of ambiguity noir may present towards an aesthetic of the urban space, dystopic 
fi lms, especially those which gravitate towards adhering to “the real”, pessimistical-
ly make explicit. 

Figure 3: The Unadorned Streets of Chinatown
Chinatown. Dir. Roman Polanski. Perf. Jack Nicholson, Faye Dunaway, and John Huston. Paramount Pictures, 1974. DVD. 

Repo Man partially follows the tradition of Alphaville, with its dystopic portrait of 
the city space grounded in “the real”. Director Alex Cox avoids the trappings of fu-
turistic science-fi ction in favor of the contemporary unadorned space. Goshorn, au-
thor of “Repoman and the Punk Anti-Aesthetic”, refers to the fi lm’s urban and cine-
matic credibility through its location of an “everyday realism” despite its appropria-
tion of science-fi ction:

In some respects the Los Angeles of Repoman is equivalent to the 21st century Los 
Angeles of Blade Runner: we can easily recognize a few identifying landmarks in each, 
but both serve to allegorize the social/material condition of the whole culture in their 
respective periods, indicating its most advanced state of development/decay/devolu-
tion. Repoman shows us the other side of L.A. in the late 20th century – those great anon-
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ymous expanses that are usually avoided in favor of the typical Beverly Hills/West Side 
vision of affl  uence… (Goshorn, 46).

Cox chose to shoot Repo Man in the downtown of Watts and Vernon, filming 
primarily in suburban and city streets, middle-class houses, convenience stores and 
supermarkets, and most importantly the repossessed cars that characterize the film’s 
hyper-intense remedy to urban disconnection (Cox, 30).

The fi lm minimally foregrounds L.A. signifi ers; industrial facilities and skyscrap-
ers loom in the background of the mise-en-scène: street spaces appear generally emp-
ty and uninhabited; modernist suburban houses and palm trees serve as the only non-
dystopic urban referents, yet they convey a spatial irony in their sunny demeanor; con-
venience stores and supermarkets seem overstocked with generically marked items yet 
instances of theft overshadow normal purchasing. Thom Andersen’s documentary Los 
Angeles Plays Itself (2003) critically analyzes the cinematic representation and misrep-
resentation of L.A. and its hidden and frequently distorted histories. He would cate-
gorize Repo Man as an example of “the city as background”, especially considering the 
ways in which it by-and-large avoids monumental and architectural reference points. 

Figure 4: Repo Man’s Avoidance of Referential Signifiers
Repo Man. Dir. Alex Cox. Perf. Harry Dean Stanton and Emilio Estevez. Universal Pictures, 1984. DVD. 

Repo Man uniquely parodies the image-media saturation and consumerism of 1980s 
urban Los Angeles. Characters sing jingles to 7-Up commercials and ironically spout 
names of television shows in anger; televangelists invade the domestic home via TV 
– Ott o’s parents resemble zombies as they sit blankly in front of the TV box. Goshorn 
places the fi lm as an opposition to domestic 1980s fi lms trends towards, “… nostalgia, 
nationalism, sentimentality, “traditional family values” and most of all towards the at-
tempted restoration of individualist phallic glory through images of male competence 
and conquest” (Goshorn, 40). The dystopic vision of the fi lm rejects notions of hero-
ic masculinities and instead manages “… to do with humor what a serious rhetoric 
of negation was totally stifl ed from doing at the same moment of reactionary hysteria 
over the need to return to traditional values” (Goshorn, 40). The supermarket which 
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once employed Ott o famously riddles its products with generic branding; containers 
say “food” and “beer” instead of name brands. This critique stages mass consumption 
as part image-saturation as the fi lm homogenizes corporate iconography in the form 
of generic branding. Basic spaces of consumption like convenience stores consistently 
get disrupted by punk criminals robbing them; in fact the only kind of consumption 
not frequently interrupted is found in the form of speed usage and beer-drinking, it-
self presented as an escapist working-class commodity. 

Ott o enters into the repossession business when he meets Bud (Harry Dean 
Stanton), a middle-aged repo man who tricks Ott o into stealing a car in order to get 
it out of the “bad area”. This threat of fragmentation, clearly a postmodern reality to 
both Ott o and Bud, unites the anarchistic minds as they develop a relationship which 
disowns the virtues of modernity. They repossess cars from the rich and the less for-
tunate, indicting all within the L.A. sphere, sparing nobody in an att ack against city 
life. Initially Ott o positions himself against the repo men, given their stature as an or-
ganization and Ott o’s ties to the L.A. nonconformist punk scene. 

Ott o fi gures as the consummate rebel, but respects the “code of the repo men” as 
they signify an honorable outfi t in a time and space morally devoid of depth. As Bud 
puts it, “Not many people live by a code anymore”. The fi lm manages to satirize the 
Repo Men just as much as the lowlifes who default on their credit and car payments. 
They serve to oppose the Robin Hood method of stealing from the rich and giving to 
the poor; instead they appropriate vehicles in ways which shows them buying into the 
individual’s capitalistic mentality, illustrating the materialization of the 1980s. The con-
temporary dystopic landscape of Repo Man proves symptomatic of the lust for consum-
er products in a capitalist economy, an economy based on credit in which no one can 
aff ord the products their society incessantly instills as desirable. 

Born in England, Cox, a former UCLA fi lm student, had ties to the L.A. punk scene, 
which resulted in an all-punk soundtrack and cameos from California’s Circle Jerks. 
The huge success of the soundtrack reads as an ironic commodifi cation system given 
the antiestablishment ethos of the punks and capitalistic critique of the fi lm; the success 
of the soundtrack in fact severely outshined the botched release of the fi lm as the stu-
dio minimally pushed for its visibility (Goshorn, 40-42). Goshorn comments on punk’s 
border crossing from Great Britain to the East and West coasts of America, particular-
ly the evolution of the “aesthetic and social phenomenon” in Los Angeles. The punks 
adopted an aesthetic response against the outlandish “New Wavers” and took on “… 
less identifi able non-fashions and nondescript att ire as they witnessed the escalating 
co-optation of their own signs…” (Goshorn, 43) L.A. Punks of the 1980s rejected con-
current contemporary consumer-ridden styles, and like their immediate Californian 
surroundings, laid ubiquitously visible for those truly looking. 

Tension hits an early peak Repo Man during a car chase sequence with a rival repo 
gang. Filmed in the L.A. River Aqueduct, the sequence features one of the few instanc-
es of drawing on L.A. geographic iconography. Most of Repo Man contains itself with-
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in the ambiguous streets and domestic and labor spaces, rarely does the fi lm call at-
tention to specifi c, even cinematic, points of interest, and rarely does the fi lm include 
an establishing shot of the L.A. skyline; this formal decision eliminates the city’s sig-
nifi cance, and narratively acts as immersive – the audience feels as stuck in L.A. as the 
characters do. The aqueduct scene recalls numerous fi lms which also incorporate car 
chase sequences, including: Point Blank (John Boorman, 1967), Grease (Randal Kleiser, 
1978), To Live and Die in L.A. (William Friedkin, 1985), Terminator 2: Judgment Day 
(James Cameron, 1991), and Last Action Hero. 

Figure 5: Repo Man’s Subversive, Anti-Climactic Chase Scene
Repo Man. Dir. Alex Cox. Perf. Harry Dean Stanton and Emilio Estevez. Universal Pictures, 1984. DVD. 

Repo Man’s chase scene plays out cinematically unique and in line with its ideolo-
gy of critique; Ott o calls att ention to the fast-paced, near-absurd car chase in a manner 
that predates Last Action Hero. Both fi lms, Last Action Hero more metafi ctionally, im-
plore the specifi c locale of the aqueduct as a site of narrative extravagance and disrup-
tion. Many of the aforementioned fi lms, generically thrillers of sorts, stage their chase 
sequences as extended passages while Repo Man’s sequence consists mostly of charac-
ters gratuitous cursing at each other, the sequence itself appears incredulously short. 
Regardless, Ott o and Bud revel in the momentary distraction from their lackluster 
lives, and exclaim “That was intense!” and “Repo man’s always intense…”.

The fi lm’s science-fi ction subplot serves as an intensifi ed distraction from urban 
boredom. A 1964 Chevrolet Malibu with a $20,000 reward becomes the object of desire 
for the repo men and a rival gang. A government agency seeks the car due to its trunk 
contents (four dead aliens) – whose radioactivity obliterates the one who opens it – and 
driver, a crazed scientist who stole the aliens from a lab. While the L.A. landscape of 
Repo Man does not seem quite as dystopic as Blade Runner, Terminator 2, or They Live – 
systems of oppression appear more invisible than blatantly top-heavy – it still charac-
terizes the postmodern conditions of indiff erence, fragmentation, and urban alienation. 

The inhabitants of Repo Man detach themselves from their immediate surroundings 
and partake in a nihilistic life system. People must consistently grasp for “highs” – be 
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it snorting speed, listening to punk music, stealing cars, and thwarting off  government 
agencies – to distract themselves from the borderline-dystopic revelation that their 
lives are without meaning. These highs assume the commodity status that the physi-
cal entity – cars, money – signifi es as hollow. The urban spaces do not incite feelings 
of desire or wonder; instead a sense of dread and a feeling of civilization nearing its 
extinction loom unexplained, an experience occasionally veiled by the fi lm’s absurd-
ly black comedy moments. The city limits itself constantly seems out of reach; charac-
ters drive around, roam the streets, and go to convenience stores instead of interacting 
with the inherent pleasures associated with metropolis life. The skyscrapers and city 
skyline always appear in the background, providing a falsifi ed impression of aesthetic 
beauty with its gratifi cations out of reach for the middle and working-class characters. 

The fi lm manages to sidestep postmodern commentary in the form of police ab-
sence. One policeman, an edgy rent-a-cop named Plett schner, sparingly aligns with the 
repo crew but never assists in the dangerous situations. Other security guards found 
in supermarkets and convenience stores also prove ineff ective; criminals can take ad-
vantage of the police absence by recreationally committ ing crimes while the Repo crew 
revels in their perceived legitimization of burglary. One of the fi lm’s tensest moments, 
Ott o att empting to steal a car while a domestic disturbance occurs inside, illustrates 
the near-complete absence of policing. Only after we hear over a dozen fi red shots do 
sirens start to blaze, but the fi lm immediately cuts to moments later, the vandals hav-
ing presumably escaped. 

The fi guration of the punks in the fi lm relates to the postmodern symptom of po-
lice brutality, as “… the multi-racial and androgynous-looking punk crowds became 
known as the “new niggers” for the LAPD…” (Goshorn, 43). Goshorn concludes that 
the vented frustrations against punks came at watershed moment partly because of an 
increasing diffi  culty to enforce Blacks and Latinos. However Repo Man largely ignores 
police presence, or at least fi gures its absence ironically as those in diegetic L.A. can 
do whatever they please. The “bad areas” of Repo Man never refl ect the dystopian jun-
gles of fi lms like Taxi Driver (Martin Scorsese, 1976) or Boyz n the Hood (John Singleton, 
1991); for example the fi lm marginally (if at all) foregrounds the homeless epidemic, 
police intervention, and highly reported cases of prostitution and crack usage. It seems 
odd for the fi lm to lack a relationship with enforcement, however this lack also adds 
to the dystopic and apocalyptic feel of the fi lm. 

One character in particular acts as the voice of reason, L.A.’s suppressed conscience. 
Miller (Tracey Walter), a repo employee many denote as having taken too much acid 
in the “hippie days”, philosophizes on life, science, fl ying saucers, and time travel. He 
states. “A lot of people don’t realize what’s going on here. They view life as a bunch 
of unconnected incidents and things.” Miller also mocks the L.A. car culture, revel-
ing in the fact that he cannot drive because he “does his best thinking on the bus” and 
“the more you drive, the less intelligent you are”. This almost-throwaway line sums 
up Repo Man’s inhabitants. Shallow, empty, greedy, thrill-seeking souls pervade the 
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environment, while intelligence and depth presume rare form. Miller’s words infl u-
ence Ott o, who normally rebels against most people’s advice. 

As the narrative climactically draws to an end all parties in search of the car con-
verge. Ott o exclaims “only an asshole gets killed over a car”, once again informing us 
of the “repo code” dictating a line previously told to him by his mentor Bud. Bud gets 
shot by an aerially hovering helicopter (the only instance of police surveillance-en-
forcement allegory, and a cinematic climax restaged in They Live), which acts as a cat-
alyst for Ott o rejecting his capitalistic greed. The Malibu, now consumed by a radio-
active glow, can only be driven by the ominous Miller. Ott o enters the car as a pas-
senger, fi nally freed from his pathless greed, and hovers above the city; the men fi nal-
ly integrate with the cityscape as they fl y near the lit skyscrapers. The camera frames 
Ott o’s eyes in an extreme close-up coupled with wide shots of the illuminated build-
ings, symbolizing a “new vision” of the urban environment. This vertical salvation of 
the protagonist proves the only escape from dystopic L.A.; we fi nd this tragically re-
staged in They Live. 

Figure 6: Vertical Salvation: Otto Leaving Dystopia
Repo Man. Dir. Alex Cox. Perf. Harry Dean Stanton and Emilio Estevez. Universal Pictures, 1984. DVD. 

John Carpenter’s They Live falls in line with the anti-consumerist ideology of Repo 
Man, but stages its’ assault less sarcastically, with more disdain for media outlets, pol-
iticians, businessmen, and policemen. It assumed the status of a critique of L.A.’s ur-
ban environment as well as the Hollywood studio system with Carpenter now on the 
“outside” (Boulenger, 209). Blending genres such as action, science-fi ction, and the 
Western, Carpenter used the fi lm as a platform to speak out against “unstrained cap-
italism”, the pitfalls of Reaganomics, and the social polarization of the homeless ver-
sus the affl  uent top percent (Philips, 156-157).

Carpenter proceeded with the fi lm as an independent project, following in the foot-
steps of his previous fi lm Prince of Darkness (1987). He went back to his roots as an 
independent fi lmmaker after failing to strike box offi  ce gold with studio fi lms like 
The Thing (1982), Starman (1984), and Big Trouble in Litt le China (1986). Carpenter and 
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Alex Cox have found themselves on the periphery of studio fi lmmaking; they partic-
ipated in studio projects yet have also rejected and been rejected by the system, (the 
Writers Guild blacklisted Cox for working during the 1988 strike) resulting in fi lms 
which subversively att ack Hollywood and ideologies which generally ring rebellious-
ly. Interestingly, the fi lms found a specifi c kind of audience acceptance on home vid-
eo, and over time gained the status of “cult fi lms”. 

The use of indistinct spaces work in They Live’s favor, however it foregrounds 
the cityscape signifi cantly more than Repo Man’s nearly-absent establishing shots. 
Regarding They Live’s use of L.A. spaces, Jonathan Lethem states:

Carpenter’s fi lm neither declares its Los Angeles sett ing as a subject nor troubles it-
self to conceal it… Various other buildings are framed long enough to be identifi ed, 
but they’re mostly unmemorable. Carpenter avoids – or can’t aff ord – anything as dis-
tinctive as the Bradbury Building’s interior. His use of L.A.’s downtown feels like doc-
umentary itself, in the helpless manner dictated by the fi lm’s low budget (Lethem, 11). 

Similarly to Repo Man, the film lacks distinguishable L.A. referents; both films 
portray the downtown skyline in the background, and rely on the more localized 
attributes of the mise-en-scène (like streets, cars, trash) to illustrate the city. They 
Live, like Repo Man before it, stands as an antithesis to the dystopic fetishization of 
L.A. as portrayed in Blade Runner. They Live’s decision not to film in a monument like 
the Bradbury Building ultimately symbolizes a rejection of nostalgia; the Bradbury, 
featured in so many films, associates within its architecture a spatial memory and 
degree of cinematic referencing. Opposing Blade Runner, They Live refuses to conform 
to an aesthetic of attractiveness that characterizes many futuristic dystopia films. 

Figure 7: Dystopic Urbanity as Reality in They Live
They Live. Dir. John Carpenter. Roddy Piper, Keith David, and Meg Foster. Universal Studios, 1988. DVD. 

Carpenter’s fi lmography suggests the director’s coveted connection with portray-
ing the dystopic city; Escape from New York (1981) allegorizes then-fi scally troubled 
New York as a prison colony while Big Trouble in Litt le China confronts San Francisco’s 
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gang-ridden Chinatown district. Carpenter’s representation of L.A. confi rms a certain 
realist aesthetic absent in his previous cityscapes; he proceeds on a mission to expose 
the city’s simulation (and secret of its simulation amidst its realist facade), while Escape 
and Big Trouble revel in their stylistic imaginings of their city. Carpenter would even-
tually turn his back on the realist-dystopic Los Angeles of They Live with the sequel 
fi lm Escape from L.A. (1996). The fi lm heavily stylized L.A. as a caricature of the more 
somber NYC prison colony, satirically envisioned by the spatial and civilian excesses 
of now-dystopian Hollywood.

Davis categorizes They Live as a suggestion of “… guerilla warfare as a well-de-
served response to Reaganomics and the Age of Me”, and whose opening “… contains 
the bluntest imagery of class polarization since Batt leship Potemkin” (Davis, “Bunker 
Hill”, 44). The opening shows John Nada arriving by train to L.A.’s graffi  ti-ridden 
outskirts. Following the arrival, we see scenes of the skyline (saliently from the point-
of-view- of Nada), homeless street inhabitants (with Nada walking among them), an 
employment agency which denies Nada work, Nada walking through the downtown 
city limits (illustrating the pervasiveness of television consumption and consumerism 
through store windows), and fi nally Nada briefl y sett ling at a homeless shantytown as 
he looks into a person’s house as they watch TV. In less than ten minutes the viewer 
understands the outsider position of Nada – despite his depth and drive to fi nd work 
– and signifi cant class divide perpetuated by, as we fi nd out later, wealthy aliens ex-
ploiting and mind controlling Americans. 

Carpenter fi rmly places the audience with Nada’s subjectivity; we sympathize with 
his earnestness and urban plight, yet we also experience the city as he does – as the 
hellishly exposed simulation. They Live relies on Nada as a sympathetic character – he 
initially and naively believes in the goodness of America – and uses his point-of-view 
explicitly and extensively throughout the fi lm; when he stumbles upon the glasses, we 
experience consciousness as he does and fi nally succumb to peripheral characters’ calls 
to “Wake up!” The use of “vision” as a plot element through copious POV shots serves 
to establish Nada as an intuitive character of the urban environment when compared 
with those “day-sleeping” around him. The glasses aff ord him a subjective leg-up; he 
can see the real city while other humans see only the surface, allowing them to igno-
rantly continue living in homeless squalor or capitalistic dedication. 

Nada soon bears witness the atrocity of the police destroying the assumed safe 
space of the homeless camp (itself resembling L.A.’s Justiceville homeless encamp-
ment). Profuse numbers of police cars, surveilling helicopters, and ground patrols rid-
dle the camp with fl are guns and beat downs, and recall the fortitude of SWAT teams; 
the absurdly oppressive picture painted by the brute force seems incredulously out of 
hand and visually and sensorially overstimulating. The insidious scenes of police bru-
tality predate the Rodney King videotape of 1991; the videotape carried with it more 
racial connotations and ultimately infl uenced the violence of dystopic L.A. in Strange 
Days (Kathryn Bigelow, 1995). 
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Figure 8: Postmodern Urbanism: Policing and Low-Income Monitoring in They Live
They Live. Dir. John Carpenter. Roddy Piper, Keith David, and Meg Foster. Universal Studios, 1988. DVD. 

The fi lm displays many postmodern symptoms absent from Repo Man, such as the 
use of aerial and ground police to enforce lower-class areas and spatialize class-defi ned 
places; the destruction of reform aid for the homeless; the perversion of image-satura-
tion through televisions, billboards, and advertisements; the privatization of wealthi-
er domestic fortresses, as portrayed by the femme fatale character’s peripheral locale; 
and the near-eradication of public spaces. The city also presents a veneer of desire, il-
lustrated by shots of Nada in front of the illuminated skyline, as if the tall building 
structures and dazzling lights att empt to lure him into the greed of the city limit. The 
desire proves short-lived when Nada observes the destruction of the only class-appro-
priate safe space for him: the homeless camp, itself resembling a “dirty utopia” com-
plete with a communal spirit absolutely absent in the Yuppie’s downtown. The de-
molition scenes carry an urban renewal subtext, which Mike Davis historicizes with-
in the fl att ening of Bunker Hill: 

These scenes had authentic local poignancy since Carpenter’s neighborhood… was 
deliberately turned into a wasteland in the late 1970s and early 1980s by corporate spec-
ulators… . “Citizens”… homes were razed, but from the fl anks of Crown Hill they could 
arrange old car seats and discarded sofas to enjoy the spectacle, every dusk, of the il-
lumination of the great downtown offi  ce towers. In an ironic Dickensian reversal, the 
poor were now the voyeurs of the rich (Davis, “Bunker Hill”, 44).

Downtown’s spatial differentiation generally proves conspicuous; people can stroll 
at their own leisure as long as they abide by the purchase mentality. Police also by-
and-large assume invisibility in this commercial sector, as long as civilians abide by the 
hierarchy of the dollar. This interior and exterior spatial divide however exasperates 
Nada’s placelessness. Nada belongs outside of interior spaces of consumption because 
he lacks the income to indulge on products and services outside of the basic amenities, 
yet also clearly belongs away from the consumer’s boulevard as he finds himself 
punished for attempting to assume the role of a flaneur. Foot traffic pervades the 
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exteriors of They Live, mostly due to Nada’s inability to buy a car. The symbolism of 
the proletarian’s horizontally mapped experience serves to reject L.A.’s car culture (so 
readily parodied in Repo Man) and reliance on transportation. Only one character – the 
femme fatale Holly (Meg Foster) – has a car, because she belongs to a different social 
class (one characterized by her peripheral city fortress). Additionally the L.A. freeway 
as the symbolic image of postmodern fragmentation – prominently foregrounded in 
Wim Wenders’ End of Violence (1997) and Joel Schumacher’s Falling Down (1993) – also 
appears absent in the film. 

The day after the police raid Nada comes into contact with the sunglasses; he physi-
cally sees through the simulated façade of L.A.’s consumption-based downtown. When 
wearing the glasses the city appears in black and white; Nada can see coded subliminal 
messages such as: “Obey, Marry and Reproduce. No Independent Thought, Consume, 
Conform, Stay Asleep, Buy, Submit, Watch TV.” Dollar bills read the coded message 
“This is your God”. Saliently the diegetic music drops out, and we encounter the nor-
malized diegetic urban sounds of moving cars and bustling people. As he looks at cer-
tain people, they appear as deformed alien creatures – looking at televised politicians 
and news anchors informs the collusion of the prosperous business sector with media 
outlets and political elite as they all appear as aliens. The fear of capitalistic perver-
sion and assumption of the urban environment as a lived-in simulacrum presumes a 
fully realized vision in this sequence as the consumer’s street presents a site for unre-
pentant self-indulgence. The aliens have successfully concealed themselves as normal 
humans and use a broadcast signal to conceal both their ghoulish appearance and the 
coded messages of the urban environment from ordinary humans.

Figure 9: Unmasking the Aliens and L.A.’s Consumerist, Subliminal Messages in They Live
They Live. Dir. John Carpenter. Roddy Piper, Keith David, and Meg Foster. Universal Studios, 1988. DVD. 

Philips paints the aliens’ motivations and positions it within the immediacy of a lo-
calized Reaganist commentary:

The alien invaders occupy the wealthiest positions, and their mission is to system-
atically domesticate and exploit the lower classes. The illegal messages the resistance 
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sends out in pirate transmissions could be aimed at either the real President’s policies 
or the fi ctional aliens: “The poor and the underclass are growing. Racial justice and hu-
man rights are nonexistent. They have created a repressive society, and we are their un-
witt ing accomplices.” (Philips, 157).

The encounter understandably shocks Nada; he moves from astonishment to 
disillusionment to vigilantism, as the movie eventually conforms to generic action 
tropes (including a famous ten-minute fight sequence and utterance of the iconic line 
“I have come here to chew bubble gum, and kick ass … and I’m all out of bubble gum!” 
He abandons passive observation following the destruction of Justiceville and the alien 
revelation, and traces their controlling signal to a media skyscraper. They Live’s climax 
recalls the vertical salvation of Otto in Repo Man; Nada destroys the signal – exposing 
the aliens to mankind – while surveilling helicopters gun him down. Vertical closure 
gains great symbolism given the film’s major reliance on the horizontally mapped 
experience of Nada’s foot traffic; his Christ-like sacrifice eradicates the dystopic city 
simulation and exposes its exploiters to the normal human. 

Figure 10: Prosperity & Inequality in Downtown L.A. in They Live
They Live. Dir. John Carpenter. Roddy Piper, Keith David, and Meg Foster. Universal Studios, 1988. DVD. 

This question of what the future will bring pervades both Repo Man and They Live. 
In Repo Man Ott o leaves Los Angeles in the fl ying Chevy Malibu; Miller – the man who 
cannot drive – leads the way. Presumably they fi nd a more meaningful space and time 
to inhabit, leaving the nihilistic yet climactically chaotic dystopia behind. They Live’s 
main character dies in order to grant vision and consciousness to all mankind; but what 
will they do with this newfound awareness? Will the inhabitants of Repo Man still re-
main indiff erent to their immediate surroundings given the death of Bud and the ab-
sence of Ott o and Miller? Will anyone rise to the occasion, like Nada did, and try to 
take the city back from the forces of greed and apathy? Will the citizens of They Live 
follow in the footsteps of Nada and remove the recently-exposed aliens from their city? 

Subjectively one can answer these questions in the positive or negative, depend-
ing on how they read Repo Man and They Live as historical or even prophetic texts in 
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the context of urbanism. The fi lms themselves provide no concrete future. In the post-
Reagan environment, Los Angeles dystopias have only gott en angrier and bitt erer. 
Terminator 2, Falling Down and Strange Days extend urban decay and radicalized and 
even racialized violence into their narratives. They draw directly from postmodern 
contemporary anxieties stemming from polarizing socio-cultural divide, the evolving 
digital age, and declining rates of employment. As theorists, Dear and Flusty invite 
readers to the era of postmodern urbanism. They describe the fragmenting, globaliz-
ing, socio-economically and spatially polarizing cybercity as one which remains un-
der-theorized yet convincingly off ers a way to think about postmodern cities (Dean & 
Flusty, 66-68). Judging by the general pessimism and unresolve of the selected dystopia 
fi lms, there remains no space for considering the future in a postmodern Los Angeles. 
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